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Section 1 

The, one, are, more, of, need, have, come, day, many, eat, fill, little, find, came, all, as, boy, girl, bike, 

were, play, green, saw what, do, for, was, down, blue, sleep, say, two, black, funny, how, by, water, her, 

from, to, feet, first, his, four, they, over, nose, every, put, think, some, again, could, after, under, where, 

said 

Section 2 

Always, because, upon, been, write, before, any, or, read, very, these, off, wash, pull, which, sleep, your, 

us, right, green, use, its, many, made, call, gave, found, fast, cold, who, does, around, buy, which, those, 

wish, would, their, why, don’t, kind, both, eight, winter, another, sound, animal, better, light, can’t, year, 

even, family, loud, new, only, place, twelve, says, large 

Section 3 

Everything, about, full, seven, myself, carry, laugh, never, awful, large, six, half, own, hurt, done, 

happen, everyone, change, kept, Monday, work, most, house, summer, cannot, eleven, friend, there, 

I’ve, give, shoe, second, our sister, count, always, climb, caught, mouth, breakfast, picnic, queen, quickly, 

piece, move, none, crazy, basket, color, eyes, afraid, lose, draw, heart, easy, slept, front, leave, bear, 

touch 

Section 4 

Tuesday, Wednesday, voice, young, town, you’re, merry, trouble, suit, I’ll, dirty, through, building, sure, 

suppose, thought, people, question, country, hundred, whisper, while, straight, remember, else, edge, 

early, brought, knife, enough, station, world, nothing, soup, field, airplane, address, against, groceries, 

either, deliver, except, gentle, fruit, anger, cover, damage, honey, couple, hour, meant, whether, police, 

wrist, special, machine, weight, neighbor, kneel, written 

Section 5 

Favorite, necessary, idea, equal, length, journey, country, energy, determine, except, fought, mountain, 

neither, million, disappoint, usually, rising, stomach, sincerely, schedule, poison, section, rhythm, 

language, daughter, phrase, produce, surround, circle, solve, unknown, soar, delicious, arrange, mayor, 

treasure, bruise, weird, continued, tunnel, region, various, climbed, dessert, amendment, type, process, 

warn, future, southern, eight, imagine, calves, signal, wound, paragraph, observe, wonderful, syllable, 

pleasant 

Section 6 

Audience, echoes, ignore, belief, scissors, who’s, persuade, separately, crisis, rescue, mixture, injury, 

freight, canyon, vision, reduce, hyphen, musician, disastrous, rehearse, descendant, principal, sponge, 

encyclopedia, league, spaghetti, cooperation, novel, thousand, gaze, resources, wrinkle, electricity, 

requirement, vain, especially, involve, shampoo, judgment, calendar, ancient, penguin, vacuum, 

improvement, liquid, success, knowledge, strength, curious, sailor, sketch, vein, noisy, threatened, 

disguise, radius, visible, violence, recently, squawk 


